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SIMON GUILLEBAUD: TRANSFORMATION!
FROM A MUD HUT TO A UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
A CYCLE OF HOPE

Meet Theo!
Returning from another long day’s
work, Arielle thought she heard
something as she walked past a bush.
On closer investigation, she
discovered a little grimy bundle of
cloth, which twitched with life… it
was a baby boy!
He was barely alive, having clearly
been abandoned. Arielle was a
destitute widowed grandmother, so
didn’t have the means to provide
good care for the infant. However,
she took him in and nursed him as
best she could. She fed him a bottle
of home-brewed banana beer each
week - she had nothing else - but his
condition steadily degenerated.

Transformation!

Theo as a baby

In desperation, she brought him to
Youth for Christ. Freddy as National
Director took the decision that YFC
couldn’t let this boy die. And so the
scrawny infant became the first
orphan to join what emerged as
Homes of Hope.
His name is Theo.
16 years later, and look at him!
He’s strong and smiley, alive and
well. He’s just sat the national exams
for Grade 9. He loves playing football
and joking around with his several
dozen brothers and sisters. He’s got
his own hopes and dreams, which
would have long died with him had
YFC not rescued him.

A widow receiving literacy training

When I think of Great Lakes
Outreach, one of the first words that
comes to me is ‘transformation’.

GLO’s mission is to identify,
empower and equip the
best local leaders of
passion, integrity, gifting
and vision for the
transformation of the
nation bottom up
and top down.
And genuinely that is what we have
seen repeatedly over the years…
incredible transformation.

That’s transformation!

Every Saturday at 9am, we gather on
Zoom to pray and to hear updates from
Simon Guillebaud and our Burundian
partners. You would be most welcome
to join us. It’s a wonderful way to start
the weekend!

glo.org.uk/zoom
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Theo now

Time and again, through our local
partners, a barren hill has become a
thriving school (five times) or a
medical clinic (twice) or an
agricultural success (many acres), or
a conference centre (once). And it’s
not about the buildings or
infrastructure itself, but about what
they enable to happen in terms of

students getting a high-quality
education, sick folk being lovingly
treated, hungry bellies fed, or
delegates receiving the highest
customer service and profits being
made to recycle back into local
projects.
GLO’s involvement in Burundi spans
so many areas that we can’t cover
everything in a few pages here. What
you are about to read is simply a
flavour. Suffice to say, by
empowering wonderful local
brothers and sisters, we have seen
and continue to see individual lives
transformed, families transformed
and communities transformed.
Thank you for being a part of it, from
the bottom of our hearts.
Simon Guillebaud
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From a Mud Hut
to a University Campus

school barefoot eight kilometres each
way. Most of the time, they would
attend class on an empty stomach,"
recalls Antoine.
In despair, he turned to alcohol. It
regularly led to his family having
nothing to eat for days. "We
constantly argued about that. I needed
to take the little money he earned
before he wasted it all on alcohol", said
Sauvatile, Antoine's wife.
His transformation began when
Harvest Initiatives offered him a job
as a security guard at the
construction site of the Karubabi
Harvest School. He also joined some
Harvest Initiatives programmes: a
money management course, an
addiction support group and an adult
literacy class.

Antoine, pictured here smiling with
his wife and children, is from the
Batwa (Pygmy) ethnic group in
Muramvya Province, Burundi.
Despised by other ethnic groups and
without land of their own, the Batwa
often live hidden away in mud-hut
settlements deep in the forest, at risk
from the elements and disease. They
survive by eating whatever they can
find, and only get paid if they
manage to get work as day-labourers
for landowners around them.
Without access to basic healthcare
facilities, their life expectancy was
4

just 27 years before we started
engaging with them.
GLO Partner Harvest Initiatives (HI)
visited their community several
years ago, and they were shocked by
the conditions they witnessed.
Antoine lived in a tiny hut with his
wife and five young children. He
tried to support his family by making
pots, but this didn't cover their basic
needs. Two of his children attended
school, but hardship had pushed
them to the verge of abandoning
their studies. "My kids would walk to

"I'd never known how to
read or write, but now
I can... this makes me
so proud!".

and generosity that I had received from
Harvest Initiatives. They did not judge
me for how I lived. I couldn't
understand why someone who did not
know me was willing to help me. I later
found out that that is the whole point
of the Gospel. Now, all my neighbours
know of me because I help them
whenever I can."
Antoine continues to serve Harvest
Initiatives as a maintenance worker
at the health centre. Six of his ten
children attend Karubabi Harvest
School. His family also receives free
medical care at the centre. With his
salary and savings, he can now
afford to send his daughter to
university! She is the first member of
this Batwa community to study in
higher education.
Antoine continues to be thankful to
Harvest Initiatives for supporting
him. Through their efforts, not only
was his life transformed, but the
lives of his entire family and
community too!

Antoine and his family were also
among sixty families to benefit from
Harvest Initiatives' housing project.
The project provided well-built
housing along with pigs and goats to
start a farming enterprise.
Antoine also decided to follow Jesus:
"One of the reasons why I chose to
believe was because of the kindness

Antoine’s children
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serve you as you want’. Ephraim, you
are no longer my son, you are in the
hands of the Lord, He knows who you
will be and where you will go.”
Ephraim’s response was,

“I am so happy
I belong to God.”

Inspirational Leaders:
Ephraim
“I’ve known Ephraim for more than twenty years, and I’d put him in the
top 100 Christians in the history of Burundi in terms of evangelising to the
four corners of the nation. He is relentless, compassionate, and gentle.”
Simon Guillebaud

From a young age, Ephraim has
known God’s calling on his life. As a
child, he was so sick he nearly died.
It was 1986, and he was hospitalised
for months on end. Fearing for
Ephraim’s life, his father offered
him back up to God.
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Nine years later, his father explained
to Ephraim what had happened:
“Listen, my child. When you were very
ill, I withdrew to pray behind your
room in the hospital and promised your
Creator this: ‘If you heal him, I will
dedicate him to you so that he may

By 1995, Ephraim was living in the
Congo where he had sought refuge.
Civil war in Burundi had driven him
far from family, friends and home.
Whilst he was there, God told him
clearly that it was time to return to
his country and to spread the word of
God. On his journey home, Ephraim
was captured by rebels. Things
quickly escalated. He was brutally
beaten to the ground, and was soon
bleeding from his ears and nose.
They tried to hang him from a tree
but failed, so they held his arms in
the air whilst a few of them jumped
on his torso, their boots smashing
his body. His face was swollen and
bleeding but Ephraim echoed the
martyred Apostle Stephen in
praying, “Father, forgive them, for
they don’t know what they’re doing!”
When the Captain said, “Kill him,
shoot!” Ephraim declared
confidently,
“You cannot kill me because I am
called by God to serve my country,
to preach the good news to the whole
of Burundi, and even beyond
Burundi.”.

Eventually they left him for dead…
…but he survived the attack. And for
the last two decades he has indeed
travelled all over Burundi and
beyond, preaching forgiveness and
love for all.
Currently Ephraim leads an
organisation called ‘Together for
Development – Birashoboka’.
Birashoboka means ‘it is possible’.
They work with the most vulnerable
members of the community: men
and women suffering with HIV/AIDS,
prostitutes, orphans and widows.
The focus is on providing them with
an independent and sustainable
future through microfinance loans
and sewing machines.
Most importantly they learn that
despite their lives being incredibly
tough, they are precious and loved by
God. GLO Founder Simon Guillebaud
writes: “I’ve known Ephraim for more
than twenty years, and I’d put him in
the top 100 Christians in the history of
Burundi in terms of evangelising to the
four corners of the nation. He is
relentless, compassionate, and gentle.
I love him to bits!”

Read more stories of inspirational
leaders on our website at

glo.org.uk/leaders
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crops of beans and corn. These crops
provided enough for her to feed
herself and Christophe.
The difference in Charlotte's life has
been truly remarkable. Not only have
her physical needs been met but her

mental and spiritual life has been
transformed. She now attends a
discipleship group with other
widows. She plays an active role in
her local church and is growing
spiritually. Her life has been
completely turned around.

ICJ would love to house more widows and vulnerable families like Charlotte and
Christophe, but sadly there is a waiting list. Please join with the prayer of ICJ that
every family they engage with will soon have the opportunity to live in suitable
housing and have the means to feed themselves at least twice a day.

Charlotte and Christophe

When Charlotte became a widow she
experienced difficulties that are
unimaginable to most of us.

finding her so that they could
support her and give her the hand up
she so desperately needed.

With her husband’s death she also
lost her home and her family. Her
husband’s family wanted to inherit
her land so she was thrown out, and
forced to leave her son behind. As
well as becoming homeless, she was
penniless, and starving, with just the
clothes on her back.

A house was built for Charlotte for
£950. Even more importantly,
Christophe and Charlotte were
reunited! But there was one issue
that still needed to be resolved.
Charlotte had no source of income,
and therefore had nothing to eat on a
daily basis.

Christophe, her son, eventually
found a home with an orphan who
had been housed by our partners,
Igniting Communities for Jesus (ICJ).
Christophe told the workers at ICJ
about his mother and they set about

ICJ were able to provide the means
for Charlotte to start living right
where she was, without further
disruption to her family. She was
given a monthly allowance, as well
as land to start growing her own
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Igniting Communities for Jesus (ICJ)
Igniting Communities for Jesus (formerly J-Life) reaches out to some of the
most remote and vulnerable communities across Northern Burundi. During the
civil war, rebels camped out in the forests in these areas and carried out
frequent raids. Many were tragically killed and today there is a significant
number of maimed adults, orphans and widows struggling to rebuild their lives.
Here is a snapshot of their work over the past year in numbers…
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homes were built for
widows, previously residing
in shacks

25
50
150

families were given incomegenerating livestock
families received 88kg of
maize lasting 3 months each
widows and Batwa people
have 3-year health
insurance cards

8
50
200

acres of communal land
were purchased for
community agriculture
projects
church leaders received
training in discipleship
more children are
in school

Learn more about the work of ICJ at

glo.org.uk/icj
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A Cycle of Hope
In Grade 4, Gervais was one of only
three students from the Batwa
community in his school in Muyinga.
He was the first person in his family
to have ever received an education.
But he almost dropped out due to
lack of school fees and school
uniform, until his plight came to the
attention of GLO partner Harvest
Initiatives.
“First they bought me a school
uniform. I was so excited to wear it
when I started school” Gervais
recalled. From a very young age, he
had a dream of finishing high school.
Now 18 years old, he sees his dream
getting closer day by day.

In Grade 10 he successfully passed
his national exam. Unfortunately, he
was moved to another district to
continue his A-level education.
This meant that every school day he
had to walk/jog more than ten miles
each way.

“It took me two hours to
reach school. Therefore
I needed to wake up very
early in the morning so
that at 5am, I could begin
my journey in order to
get there by 7am.”
The journey was so draining he
would reach school exhausted and
sore, which caused him to lack
concentration. Often he would
arrive late and be punished. He
would do the same journey back
home from school, which in total
meant he walked for four hours each
day. But he was seldom discouraged,
and never tempted to give up and
drop out - education is just too
valuable.
When Harvest Initiatives first started
helping the Batwa community 10
years ago in northern Burundi in
Muyinga, Gervais was still a young
boy. Recently Harvest has followed
up on him.
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When they heard of the struggle he
was going through to reach school,
they gifted him a bicycle, to make his
journey to school bearable.
Gervais is so grateful to have
received the bike; he no longer has to
walk four hours to school each day.
He's happy to know that there are
people in his life who care about him
and his well-being. “I’m thankful to

Etienne (Harvest Coordinator) who has
always been there for us whenever
students like me felt like giving up. He
always encourages and pushes us to
become better,” said Gervais.
His greatest dream is to give back to
his community. Gervais is a very
courageous young man who can't
wait to be one of the first in his
community to finish high school.

Would you like to donate an
‘Alternative Gift’ that will
help someone like ‘Gervais’?
glo.org.uk/alternative-gifts
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Downs and Ups
The impact of the global pandemic on GLO
In a typical year, Simon Guillebaud will
speak at over 100 events or churches,
inviting people to live wholeheartedly for

Many of you gave generously to our Crisis
Appeal. This incredible support enabled us
to continue strengthening our projects in
Burundi. We give thanks to God for you!

Jesus and raising awareness of GLO’s work

This season has forced us all to adapt. Our

in Burundi. We engage in various

cancelled annual prayer day became a

fundraising events too: Banquet for

weekly Saturday morning prayer meeting

Burundi, Bike for Burundi and the New

that continues to this day with over 100

Wine Conference. Lockdown closed the

people meeting together on Zoom from

door on all these opportunities.

many different nations to hear live updates

Simon and the team usually visit Burundi
several times per year. These trips are
essential to support and encourage our staff
and partners. On his last visit, Simon held

from our Burundian partners. It has been
an unexpected joy, a multiplication of
prayer and a deepening of relationship - so
encouraging!

over 50 meetings in 9 days - exhausting but

Simon has also found new ways of sharing

very worthwhile. Since Burundi was placed

the work of GLO, from recording online

on the ‘red list’ by the UK government, all

talks for churches to filming Choose Life

trips there have been postponed.

video devotions. Hopefully you have come

Restrictions on people and goods entering
Burundi have caused widespread economic
hardship and supply shortages, increasing
the cost of food, which has resulted in more
misery and cases of malnutrition. No
guests were allowed to stay or meet at our
King’s Conference Centre for several
months. One of our partners is building a
vital community hospital but is still waiting
for a container load of donated medical
equipment from the US to arrive.

across his weekly podcast called ‘Inspired…
with Simon Guillebaud’. He interviews a
stunning variety of people from all walks of
life. It celebrates perseverance,
overcoming, and costly faith. Do check it
out - if you haven’t yet - and share with
others who may be interested.
simonguillebaud.com/inspired-podcast
Finally, many GLO supporters have told us
how they have been helped by reading our
stories from Burundi this year. We have so

Despite these challenges, we’ve been so

many more uplifting ones to share with

encouraged by how you, our supporters and

you - some are printed here in this

friends, have not forgotten Burundi. Despite

newsletter, and more can be found on our

your own trials caused by the pandemic,

website. When you have finished reading

you’ve been concerned about the plight of

this, why not pass this newsletter onto

Burundians, who already face an uphill

someone else for their encouragement too?

struggle in normal life, let alone in these
extraordinary times.
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Once Withdrawn, Now Confident

STOP PRESS: The container of medical

GLO’s Raissa writes: It's almost midday and the sun is already shining.
Karubabi Harvest School (KHS), built
upon the hills of Muramvya, looks
vibrant. It's breaktime and the
children are out playing and enjoying
themselves. I'm distracted by
teenagers playing on the basketball
court. In the corner of my eye I catch
a young boy staring at me, his face
resting on a metal pole.
His name is Innocent, and the name
couldn't fit him better. With piercing
eyes full of curiosity, yet full of
innocence, he gazes intently at me.
Innocent is a year 2 pupil, "He was
one of the quietest yet most
aggressive children," the KHS
headmaster says.
A few months ago, during their
routine home visits, KHS learned
that Innocent was abandoned as a
baby but then adopted by a Mutwa
(pygmy) woman. When he joined

KHS, they assumed he was a Mutwa
child, but his identity is still
unknown. His behaviour was very
aggressive and alienating, so
Innocent didn’t fit in with other
children. Most of the time he would
keep himself to himself, and the
little interaction he had with his
peers would turn into chaos. The
cause eventually became clear: most
of the time, Innocent would arrive at
school not having eaten anything,
and he also felt inferior to the other
children because he’s a Mutwa.
For the last couple of months,
Innocent has been placed into two of
Harvest Initiatives’ projects: The
Nutrition Project and a
rehabilitation programme. These
programmes have facilitated a
stunning transformation. He now
plays happily with the other children
and is becoming more confident in
social interaction.

supplies has just arrived!
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Uphill Struggle

You may want to raise funds by being
sponsored to climb a mountain or cycling a
great distance. Or, if you usually drive to
school, work or church, try walking for a month
(or more!). The money saved could buy a bike for
someone like Gervais. Could you give up treats or
luxuries for a week/month/year? Captain Tom was
an inspiration to us all. It was a struggle for him to
walk outside, so he completed 100 laps of his garden!

We love to hear about the creative
ideas you’ve employed to raise funds
for GLO, helping to transform many
lives in Burundi.
Andrew cycled 777km in 7 days, and
Billy swam 3.9km across a lake in
Ireland. Nigel asked his colleagues
to donate to his retirement collection
pot, and as a result, many former
prostitutes will receive a new start in
life. Timothy (aged 7) wrote and
illustrated a booklet and sold copies
to raise money to help other children
in Burundi. A HUGE thank you from
us all!
If you’re looking for inspiration to
raise funds for GLO yourself, our new
themed challenge is 'Uphill Struggle'.

A Legacy of Life
We don’t usually have a say in how
or when we pass away but we can
make choices about what we leave
behind.
By leaving a gift in your will to Great
Lakes Outreach you will be leaving
hope for generations to come. Your
gift will go on saving lives and
transforming communities as an
enduring work of grace in the lives of
those it touches.
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By attempting something that isn’t
easy for you, you’ll not only be
raising vital funds that will transform
many lives but will be standing in
solidarity with Burundians,
identifying with their daily struggle.
And as you do so, pray for them. Ease
and comfort are not allowed in this
challenge. No cake sales or pyjama
parties... this requires serious effort!

Do let us know if you plan to take up the challenge. If
your epic fundraising challenge would benefit from a
web page with donation form, or you need photos
from Burundi and a copy of the GLO logo for
promotion, get in touch!

GLO Ambassadors
Only yesterday I was reading that great chapter, 2 Corinthians 5, where it talks
about us as Christ’s ambassadors. What a privileged position that is!
And with it comes a pressing purpose and responsibility.
At GLO we’ve taken that title to describe those of you who are monthly
supporters. We are so grateful to each of you because - as any charity will
tell you.

It’s the regular monthly gifts that enable us to plan
and commit funds consistently in key areas.
So, dear GLO Ambassadors, thank you from the bottom of my heart for your
commitment to the precious people of Burundi. Please keep journeying with
us, knowing that we are putting your contribution to great use.
And if you’re not yet a monthly giver, I would love to welcome you to the dizzy
rank of GLO Ambassador! Actually there’s not much earthly status in it, but as
the rest of this update reveals, we get the chance to massively impact and
transform lives and communities into eternity. There’s nothing I’d rather do!
A little goes a long way out there, so no sum is too small. Please join us!

glo.org.uk/ambassadors 15

“...and if you spend
yourselves on behalf of
the hungry and satisfy the
needs of the oppressed,
then your light will rise
in the darkness, and
your night will become
like the noonday”
Isaiah 58:10 (NIV)
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